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Understand how predictive analytics can be used to 
grow your business profitably.

Session will answer:
• What is predictive analytics?
• Who should use it?
• Where can it be used?
• Why should you use it?
• How do you do it?
• When can I ask questions?
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What is Predictive Analytics?
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What is Predictive Analytics?
 Process of finding relationships between past data and outcomes 

that can be used to predict future outcomes

 “Outcomes” can be any “result” that you want to predict
– Loss ratios - Frequency

– Retention rates - Severity

– Acquisition costs - Loss Costs

 “Data” comprises:
– the premium / policy characteristics and transactional details 

you’ve collected about your clients, claimants and prospects 

– AND can include external characteristic data that you could append 
to the information you already have
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The Big Split in Statistical Modeling
In 2001, Leo Breiman wrote Statistical Modeling: The Two Cultures

Statistical Science  2001, Vol. 16, No. 3, 199–231

“One [culture] assumes that the data are generated by a given stochastic 
data model. The other uses algorithmic models and treats the data 
mechanism as unknown…. If our goal as a field is to use data to solve 
problems, then we need to move away from exclusive dependence on 
[stochastic] data models and adopt a more diverse set of tools.”

Leo Breiman (January 27, 1928 - July 5, 2005) was a distinguished statistician at the University of California, 
Berkeley. He was the recipient of numerous honors and awards, and was a member of the United States National 
Academy of Science.

Breiman's work bridged the gap between statisticians and computer scientists, particularly in the field of machine 
learning.
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What is “Machine Learning?”
 A process where the “machine” 

automatically learns to recognize 
complex patterns and make 
intelligent decisions based on 
data.

 As an application in insurance,  
the machine “trains” on a subset 
of data, looking for  customer 
segments, finding multivariate, 
non-linear interactions of 
variables.

 The segmentation output is then “validated,” using another subset 
from the same dataset that was held back for this purpose.
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Getting Started with Predictive Modeling:
You Need a Predictive Analytics Tool

Characteristics of the best tools
– Gives strong lift … the difference between the best and worst results
– Easy to use … e.g., finds relationships in your data without telling the tool 

where to look
– Fast … avoids spending a year or more to develop a model or to cleans data
– Measures correlation of results … providing confidence that the observed 

results will repeat in the future
– Gives you actionable results
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Customer Segments are Defined by “Significant 
Attributes” (Compound Variables)

No Yes

59% 87%  Safe Driver Discount

Yes No

74% 58%  Passive Restraint Discount

None 1+

62% 83%  Unmarried Drivers

None 1+

66% 75%  Females

< 6 yrs 6+ yrs

75% 69%  Veh Actual Age

AND

AND

<10% 10%+

76% 51%  Safe Driver Discount

<2 yrs 2+ yrs

90% 63%  Tenure

<50 yrs 50+ yrs

78% 60% Min Driver Age

LR = 
150%LR = 

35%
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Supplementing Intuition with Predictive Analytics

 Common threads in our projects
– Knowledge confirmed:   “I knew that”

– Intuition confirmed:  “I thought that was the case”

– New knowledge:  “Makes sense but never would have thought it”

– Eureka:  “That can’t be …”
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Company Data (more the better)

 Policy
 Claims
 Billing
 Agency
 Underwriting
 Marketing
 Transactional or Summary Files
 Derived Fields

Sample Third Party Data

 Bureau of Labor and Statistics
 Dunn and Bradstreet
 Census (with Metropolitan 

Statistical Area updates)
 Credit reports
 MVRs
 Zip Code Data
 Public tax records
 Department of Transportation
 Replacement costs
 Prior carrier
 “Any publicly available data”

Possible Data Sources
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Great Reading For Further Information

 Recent, popular “reads” on predictive analytics
– Moneyball by Michael Lewis

• Details how Billy Beane of the Oakland A’s used statistics to assemble a competitive 
team for a fraction of the cost of the Yankees and Red Sox

• A clear example of how introducing analytics in a new area can lead to a competitive 
advantage

– Supercrunchers by Ian Ayres
• Gives numerous examples of where statistical methods are more accurate than intuitive 

conclusions drawn by experts

• For example, discusses how Orley Ashenfelter defied the wine critics by predicting the 
quality of Bordeaux wines using a simple formula based on rainfall and temperature
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Who should use Predictive 
Analytics?
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Who Should Use Predictive Analytics?

Our tiering structure 
is under-utilized.  

Should we change 
the guidelines? …    

How do 
we avoid 
adverse 

selection?

We need to raise 
rates but don’t want 
to lose market share

We want to
reinspect a subset 
of properties:
which ones?

What are our most 
profitable target markets?

How should we 
change our 
straight-through 
processing 
rules?
(thank you
- very much)We buy lots of 

underwriting data, but 
what is predictive of 
loss and what do I 

need?
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Data
Source

 Performance monitoring
 Reinsurance optimization

 Risk Selection/avoidance
 Objectivity/consistency
 Risk scoring

 Target marketing
 New business acquisition
 Retention management
 Agency management

 Loss control
 Fraud detection
 Best practices

CORPORATE

SALES
&

MARKETING

UNDERWRITINGCLAIMS

 Accuracy & adequacy
 Competitiveness

PRICING

Where Can Predictive Analytics Be Used?
An Enterprise View
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Risk Selection

Adverse Selection

Retention Analyses

Enhanced Pricing: 
Tiering, Scoring, GLM

Target Markets

Reunderwriting/ 
Reinspection

 What you learn about segments and significant 
attributes can be leveraged in a variety of ways:

Why Should You Use Predictive Analytics?



Workers Comp: Trend Analysis

4 Worst Performing Segments
• 13% of the Exposures 
• 9% of the Premium
• 15% of their Claims 

4 Best Performing Segments
• 15% of the Exposures 
• 21% of the Premium
• 15% of their Claims 

• Identified fastest growing 
and shrinking segments

•Used to specifically identify 
“ADVERSE SELECTION”

•Pricing including use of 
discretionary debits and 
credits examined.

•Additional underwriting 
rules created for the worst 
segments

•Easier renewal criteria 
developed for the best 
segments

Actions
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OR

Double
Exit

Commercial Property Growth Strategy
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Credit Score Model Segmentation Model

Coverage Correlation Simple 
Deviance

Sum Sq 
Deviance

Chi Sq 
Deviance

Simple 
Deviance

Sum Sq 
Deviance

Chi Sq 
Deviance

BI 0.73 6% -2% -102% 25% 26% 43%

PIP 0.95 55% 79% 60% 58% 81% 77%

COMP 0.99 50% 74% 43% 77% 94% 95%

COLL 0.96 40% 63% 14% 69% 90% 91%

PPI 0.31 -35% -96% -338% 8% -72% -11%

Correlation & Goodness of Fit Improvement

Under Attack in Many States and Provinces

Insurance Credit Score
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Retention Analysis
Can be performed using segmentation
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Profitable

Profitable 
Competitive

Profitable 
Uncompetitive

Unprofitable 
Uncompetitive

Large Market Potential 
Increase Rates / Underwrite

Target Marketing
Unprofitable 
Competitive
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Include a “Policy in force?” flag within the segmentation database.  Once criteria 
for reinspection or non-renewal are established, specific policy lists can be easily 
generated.

Reinspection budget:
1% of policies

Reunderwriting / Reinspection

20
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1. Track what kind of business 
each broker is bringing to the 
company

2. Implement contingent profit 
commissions with confidence

3. Identify which brokers need 
more guidance on writing 
profitable business

Commentary

Analyze Individual Broker Performance
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Broker Performance Options
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Brokers with most "Green" 
Business

19.9% of 
premium

74.8% of 
premium

5.3% of  
premium

Actions:
Green level one – ability to auto 
renew
Green level one or two – give 
underwriter 10% pricing flexibility
Red – only renew if customer is 
willing to accept standard deductibles
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Massachusetts Auto: Risk Selection

Low –
56%

Avg –
83%

Worst six segments -
• 12% of premium
• 129% weighted avg LR
• Lost over $71 M over 
2004-2008 High –

158%



Massachusetts Auto: Risk Selection
Total

Retain all Carrier’s 
analysis

PA run Carrier’s
change  $s

PA run 
change $s

Premium 100% 94% 88%

Return on 
premium

19.8% 20.3% 25.6% ($3.1 M) $10.8 M

Renewals

24
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How do you do it?
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$25 - 30M book; long time company operating
primarily in one state

Agents: We’re 
NOT competitive!

CFO: Loss ratio
going UP even as

we raise rates!

U/W: Tiering is 
NOT working!

IT: Serious 
data problem!

By the way: Legacy
rating systems!

Board: We’re
in a hurry!

Case Study:  Small Personal Lines Insurer
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 Improve profitability – quick hit 10% base 
rate change followed by …

 Optimize the rating plan, combined with 
additional rate increase

 Improve understanding of competitive 
position

Project
Objectives

Case Study:  Small Personal Lines Insurer



Considerations in Analysis:  Setup

Competitive Position •Comparative rater versus measurement of indirect 
indicators such as closing rates or renewal rates

•Market Basket – based on existing business (versus recent 
quotes or model portfolio)

•Competitors to use – market share leaders (versus market 
share gainers)

•Accounting for rating variables used by competitors but 
not the client

Data Adjustments •Premium adjusted to present rate level

•Undeveloped versus developed losses

•Exclude catastrophe losses

•Policy versus customer level analysis

Types of Analysis Loss ratio

Data Sources Client data plus appended census data by ZIP code
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 Goal:  Added a “segment” rating factor table at the end of the rating 
process, to reflect the results from modeling process
– Table was limited to combinations of existing rating variables … no 

new rating variables could be introduced

 Included measurement of competitive position in the modeling 
analysis
– Using policy by policy results for policies in effect over the past 12 

months

– Also, fed competitor territory definitions into the model

 Included census data by ZIP code in the modeling analysis

– ZIP code is a current rating variable

 Repeated for each line of business

Final Project Plan



Segment 1:
Coverage A < $75,000
ZIPs census data factors (such as low crime indicator)

Additional significant 
variables in other segments:

Insurance (credit) score
Prior claim history

Segment 6:
Coverage A > $75,000
Protection Class 1 – 6
ZIP census data factors (such as high crime indicator)

46.1%

114.2%
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Loss Ratio Lift:  46.1 to 114.2% = 2.48x 

Analysis Results
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Competitive Analysis – Lowest Quote 
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• Moderated rate changes
• Addressed management concern about 

large rate changes for 5-year claims-free 
customers

Segment Based Increases
Achieve 23.5% Increase



 Focused needed rate increases on least profitable segments of 
customers

 Addressed adverse selection by allowing bigger swings in 
rates for more recently introduced rating factors (more 
consistent with competition)

 These short-term fixes allow the company to buy time while 
finishing implementation of systems to allow more modern 
pricing and underwriting

Value to this Company
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Typical Project Timeline
Month One
• Data receipt 
• Adjustment to baseline data, on-leveling premiums, elimination of 

CAT losses, adjusting reinsurance premiums, etc.  10 to 14 days 
• Exploratory data analysis 10 to 14 days
• Data preparation for submission to predictive analytics engine     5 

days
• 1st preliminary analysis published  - end of month one

Month Two
• Analyze preliminary results, with client 7 to 14 days
• Run multiple additional models based on client feedback and 

specific business goals, 14 days
• Final agreed model produced

Approx
60 days



Right Now!
or contact:

Sheri Scott Chris Cooksey
Milliman, Inc. EagleEye Analytics
Sheri.scott@milliman.com ccooksey@eeanalytics.com
(415) 394-3745 (740) 398-2629

When can I ask questions?
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